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Summary 

When we met the people behind Virtex, they were demoing  
an early version of their app at SXSW. Several months later,  
we connected and they were ready to roll out their  
augmented reality phone game that football fans could play 
between plays and with each other at the stadium. Though  
they had no official deals in place, their launch was timed  
perfectly with that famous super football tournament.  
Fans hold their phone up to the field and play against each  
other with football target kicking, throwing, and more. The  
company and app were unknown, but Virtex was ready to  
start getting notoriety for their proof of concept.  
 
 

PR Challenge 

We had not represented any sports tech or AR company  
to date, and this company was brand new with no track  
record. Though the app was launching during the Super  
Bowl, the company did not have any official licensing deals  
with the NFL. We wanted to leverage the association with  
the Super Bowl, without mentioning the tournament by  
name. We needed to help put Virtex on the map to help  
them secure future partnerships and engage with teams  
down the road.  
 

Our Approach 

1. Time press outreach with the Super Bowl targeting a mix  
     of AR/VR press, sports trade media, and mainstream  
     business press. 
2. Leverage football momentum to start securing press for  
     their baseball AR app.  
3. Connect Virtex with minor league baseball teams in the  
     U.S., Canada, and Australia to help them secure a partner  
     for baseball season. 

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL 

 
“Hiring RPS has been one of 
the best business decisions 
made by our company.  The 
RPS team identified numerous 
publicity opportunities of 
which we were not previously 
aware and successfully 
achieved placement in many 
of those.  As a direct result, 
we had more strong new 
leads in the first month of the 
project than in the entire 
previous year.  The team has 
been easy to work with, and I 
have been able to confidently 
delegate a significant amount 
of work to them, not only for 
publicity but also some 
business development 
activities.  Their efforts were 
so successful, I extended our 
contract, and I look forward 
to working with them in the 
future.” 
 
-Jeff Green, CEO 
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4. Position Virtex Apps as a viable marketing platform for amateur and professional sports 
teams. 

 

Results 

We rapidly secured over 50 articles for Virtex in just a couple of months. In addition to helping 
them secure press, we leapfrogged them into conversations with several minor-league baseball 
teams domestically and internationally. Virtez is now positioned with legitimacy and warm 
introductions that will allow them to transform into a revenue positive company.  
 

Press Releases  

You can read all press releases and articles we have secured for Virtex on their Online Press Kit.  
Here are examples of two press releases we wrote on their behalf:  
 

Play Ball!: Virtex Apps Launches New AR Games for Baseball Fans 
Augmenting the Big Game: Virtex Arena Lets Fans Compete Virtually On Field Via Smartphone 
App 
 

Press Coverage 

 

We landed 79 articles for Virtex in only four months. Here are just a few: 
 
MarketWatch—Super Bowl 2018 is packed with cool tech features for the fans —in the stands and 
at home 
Nasdaq—Call it the Sup-AR Bowl? 
Barron’s—The View from Silicon Valley 
SportsTechie—Augmented Reality Games to Debut on the Field During Super Bowl LII 
Tech Blog Writer Podcast—How to Bring Augmented Reality to Your Super Bowl Party 
VR Focus—This Week in VR Sport: Putting Fans Closer to the Experience 
VR Room—Virtex Arena Launches AR Games for Baseball Fans 
 

 

See more in the Press section of their OPK here: 
http://virtex.rockpaperscissors.biz 
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